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Abstract

A recent amendment to the European Regulation on credit rating agencies requires

that they disclose any issuers' request of initial reviews. This paper constructs a model

of preliminary ratings and uses it to investigate the e�ect of contact disclosure. In this

setting, the CRA issues a preliminary rating. After receiving this indicative rating, the

entrepreneur has the opportunity to either purchase a full report at a cost or to remain

unrated. It is shown that when there is no evidence of preliminary contact four types

of equilibria can arise. In two of them the entrepreneur ignores the CRA, while in the

other two the CRA either issues only positive preliminary or only negative ones and the

entrepreneur is responsive to the CRA's opinion. When there is disclosure of the contact

between the CRA and the entrepreneur, the CRA ends up acting overcon�dently more often

and for lower values of the fee. This results in more projects of lower quality, accessing the

�nal rating stage and possibly getting funded. The payo� in the conservative case shrinks

because of the reputation term, providing new incentives and causing the behavioural shift.

Allowing for unrated projects partial funding emphasizes even further this tendency.
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Introduction

Credit Rating Agencies (CRAs) o�er an evaluation service to those who need to obtain

�nance from the market. Upon request of an issuer they perform an investigation, issuing

a rating, their opinion on the creditworthiness of the issuer. Their ratings assist investors

making investment decisions.

In the light of the recent �nancial crises, international bodies, regulators and policy makers

in general have been suggesting possible ways to overcome some of the industry draw-

backs. Both the US and the EU Regulations underwent amendment in conjunction with

international bodies such as the FSB and IOSCO1.

The prevalent modus operandi in the industry, starting from the 1970' s, is for the

issuer of a �nancial product to ask for a rating and to pay the rating agency for it.

An issuer can contact several rating agencies for initial reviews. Subsequently the issuer

decides whether or not to purchase the �nal rating from one of the agencies. If it does so,

it provides further detailed information to the evaluator. At the end of the process the

rating is published.

This work focuses on the widespread practice of obtaining an initial indicative eval-

uation prior to purchasing the published rating. The con�dentiality of this so called

preliminary ratings (or indicative ratings) is considered a problem because it can bias rat-

ings and causes poor information provision. Indeed, in October 2009 the US Security and

Exchange Commission attempted to impose mandatory disclosure of preliminary ratings2,

but this proposal has never been �nalized. On the other hand, in Europe3

�a credit rating agency shall disclose on its website, and notify ESMA on an ongoing

basis, information about all entities or debt instruments submitted to it for their initial

review or for preliminary rating. Such disclosure shall be made whether or not issuers

contract with the credit rating agency for a �nal rating."

1Financial Stability Board (FSB) and International Organization of Securities Commissions (IOSCO).
Both the FSB and IOSCO are international bodies devoted respectively to monitor the global �nancial
system the and to develop and promote high standards for securities regulation.

2The proposed rule required issuers disclosure of received preliminary ratings as opposed to the EU
proposal which requires CRAs to disclose all the contacts with the issuers. Details of the proposal can be
found in SEC Release No. 33-9070 available at https:\www.sec.gov/rules/proposed/2009/33-9070.
pdf.

3In accordance with Point 6 of Part 1 of Section D of Annex 1 to Regulation (EC) No.1060/2009 as
amended by Regulation (EU) No 462/2013.
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The OECD Hearing held by The Competition Committee4 points out that built reputation

is the main competitive advantage because ratings are experience goods. This highlights

the importance of having a model which accounts also for reputation concerns.

The main question here is whether the disclosure of preliminary rating a�ects the

credit rating agencies' reputation and how their incentives change in response to this

di�erent environment. It is of interest to investigate whether disclosure of at least the

contact would have a positive e�ect. The transparency requirement is likely to alter the

rating agency's incentives, since one of the key features of the industry is the fact that

a substantial part of a CRAs' payo� is the reputation e�ect due to the perception that

investors have about the rating agency being capable. Before the amendment of the

European Regulation, issuer could secretly obtain preliminary ratings. This meant that

only through the publication of a proper rating the CRA could establish its reputation

by either being proven right or wrong.

In order to understand the theoretical consequences of policy proposals such as those

contained in the amended EU Regulation, we develop a game theoretic model of the

interaction between the issuers of �nancial products and the credit rating agency. We

investigate how the disclosure of preliminary ratings can a�ect the credit rating accuracy

when reputation is at stake. Here considered is a basic setting with a rating agency, a

mass of investors and a mass of entrepreneurs. The latter decide whether to purchase

the publishable rating after having seen the preliminary one. The rating agency wants to

create and maintain a reputation for accurate ratings.

Our work shows that imposing disclosure on the credit rating agency leads to more

projects being given a good preliminary evaluation and in turn more projects reaching

the proper rating stage and possibly accessing funding. Therefore preliminary disclosure

results in a higher probability of default. The reasoning goes as follows: with disclosure

in place the CRA's reputation su�ers because also unrated projects are now visible to

the market. In turn, investors can consistently update their believes. Thus the CRA

becomes overcon�dent more often because this behaviour provides a higher payo� than

the achievable one from acting conservatively.

4The hearing on Competition and Credit Rating Agencies was held in June 2010. Contributions are
due to Prof. John C. Co�ee, Columbia University Law School(United States) and Prof. Karel Lannoo,
Center for European Policy Studies (CEPS). The document can be found at http://www.oecd.org/

competition/sectors/46825342.pdf.
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The �nancial crises brought about many criticisms of CRAs' conduct, generating renewed

attention. The theoretical literature studying rating agencies and their functioning is

relatively new, but has already identi�ed a wealth of interesting questions. This work

aims to contribute to �lling the gap concerning works dealing with preliminary ratings

and reputation, ensuring a better comprehension of the dynamics behind rating agencies'

functioning.

Up to now preliminary ratings have been investigated by the economic literature in

relation with rating shopping and rating bias5 but reputation concerns seem to have

rarely been considered. It is important to pay speci�c attention to the consequences of

the impact of indicative ratings on CRAs reputation. For instance Sangiorgi and Spatt

[2013] investigate how transparency can improve the precision of the information that

the market holds regarding the issuer. When the market is aware of the existence of

preliminary ratings, voluntary disclosure in equilibrium results in full disclosure whereas

when no disclosure requirements exist, selective disclosure arises in equilibrium. We focus

on how transparency can alter the perception that the market has on the CRA and relax

the assumption that preliminary and �nal ratings do not diverge. Sangiorgi et al. [2009]

conjecture that notching6 can arise in equilibrium due to the selection e�ect of rating

shopping. As opposed to these articles, our setting envisages a monopolistic CRA with

reputation concerns and a two stage rating process whereby two di�erent evaluations take

place and which relates more closely to reality.

Our paper is also related to the strand of the literature focusing on the e�ect of repu-

tation on the CRAs behaviour. Bolton et al. [2012] show for instance how the exogenous

expected reputation cost drives the reporting strategy of the CRA. Unlike this work, our

setting allows for endogenous reputation. To capture the potential gains associated with

reputation in Camanho et al. [2012], the authors shift to an in�nite period setting and

argue that under monopoly the penalty for lying decreases with reputation because in-

vestors tend to attribute failures to bad luck. Bar-Isaac and Shapiro [2013] claim that the

value of reputation depends on economic fundamentals that �uctuate over the business

5Ratings shopping is de�ned as the practice of asking several CRAs for a rating, seeking the highest
rating. Rating in�ation (or rating bias) refers to the possible bias that the CRas have when assessing the
creditworthiness of an issuer in order to ensure related and future pro�ts.

6Practice that involves the reduction of a competitor's rating when reporting the rating on another
scale.
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cycle. By investigating how CRAs' incentives to provide quality ratings are a�ected by

the business cycle, they �nd that ratings quality is countercyclical. Mariano [2012] in-

stead shows that in a monopolistic setting, a CRA may disregard its private information,

conforming on public information when driven by reputation maximisation and market

power protection7.

In our setting, we focus only on the reputation that the CRA can gain from the

market. Investors Bayesian update the probability that the CRA is well informed (i.e.

the CRA's reputation). We are abstracting from the possibility for the CRA to also gain

a di�erent type of reputation among issuers8. We do so to concentrate on those market

participants that, even though not directly purchasing ratings, still represent one of the

categories relying extensively on them. As a result, the CRA wants to be perceived as

accurate when evaluating �nancial products in order to be considered reliable and useful

to investors. There are other contexts in which a player may be concerned with the

perception that others have on his ability to process information. In this regard Levy

[2005] analyses careerist judges who need to signal their ability to interpret correctly the

law. Here the reputation motives lead to a creative behaviour whereby previous decision

get contradicted more often than what would be welfare maximising. We �nd that the

shift in the behaviour of the CRA is a result of the controversial e�ect that disclosure has

on the CRA's reputation.

The whole role of credit rating agencies can be reduced to that of an intermediary

who delivers information9to the market, information that the investors will be relying

on either because they want to or because they have to due to regulation10. Several

articles model information intermediaries such as Ottaviani and Sorensen [2006], where

the expert awareness concerning his ability seems to make reputation concerns completely

irrelevant or Lizzeri [1999], where a certi�cation intermediary operating in an asymmetric

7Other contributions aim at explaining why bond and structured products markets are characterized
by a di�erent rating behaviour either in the light of reputation spillovers (Rablen [2013]) or �double
reputation� (Frenkel [2013]). In the �rst case the analysis focuses on monitoring while in the second it
focuses on market concentration.

8In Camanho et al. [2012] both issuers and investors have the same prior on the type of CRA and use
Bayesian updating to update believes.

9In this particular industry, information takes the form of an opinion based on private information.
CRAs observe a signal about the quality of an issuer and provide uninformed parties with additional
information concerning a �nancial product.

10Regulatory reliance has been investigated in Opp et al. [2013], Stolper [2009] and E�ng [2013].
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information environment with market power has an incentive to manipulate information

when information revelation is a strategic decision. Credibility and manipulation are at

the heart of the model by Benabou and Larocque [1992], which shows that individuals

with private information can manipulate public information, a mix of lies and truth can

partially control the e�ects of actions on reputation. The main implication of the model

by Pollrich and Wagner [2013] is that the tendency to push certi�cation to be precise

might end up in less reputation building and thus in less resistance to capture11. Strausz

[2005] analyses the threat of capture in certi�cation markets showing that the price for

credibility is high; under full disclosure, in order to retain credibility and for a low discount

factor, the certi�er charges a fee above the monopoly price.

The reminder of this article is as follows. Section 1 is devoted to the model setup, the

baseline and its results. Section 2 deals with the disclosure of preliminary contacts and

the result of the extended model. In section Section 3 a discussion of the results, of the

possible implications and two extensions are presented.

1 The model

This section introduces the set up of a model with a monopolistic credit rating agency

(CRA), entrepreneurs (E) and investors. In this setting, investors are non strategic play-

ers12 that observe the published rating, if available, and consequently fund the project.

Details about the players and the game are explained below. In the baseline model, there

is no evidence of the preliminary contact between the CRA and the entrepreneur whereas

the extension allows for the disclosure of the contact.

1.1 The Baseline Model

1.1.1 The Entrepreneur

There is a continuum of entrepreneurs of mass 1. Each entrepreneur needs to �nance a

project. Projects di�er in quality, the higher the quality of the product the lower the

11According to this view, in the light of the �nancial crisis, it might be harmful to force rating agencies
to issue more precise ratings because they would be more exposed to capture problems.

12Under the model speci�cation, investors form believes on the quality of the CRA.
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probability of default. For simplicity we denote the quality of a project ω ∈ {G,B}. If

�nanced, a good project always succeeds (s) whereas a bad project always results in a

default (f). Whether the project is good is not known ex-ante, but there is a common

prior belief over it. α ∈ (0, 1) summarizes public information about the projects. The

entrepreneur wants to carry out the project and to do so he needs investors to invest in

it. Investors observe the published rating, if available, and subsequently fund the project.

The investment takes place when an investment grade rating is published and does not

take place when either a junk rating is published or the project remains unrated.

The entrepreneur, who is unaware of the quality of his project, cannot anyway credibly

communicate it to the market13. He needs a trustworthy source to certify and issue an

evaluation.14 Asking for a rating is not compulsory, however the CRA o�ers a preliminary

rating15, P ∈ {G,B}, at no cost and thus it is always in the interest of the entrepreneur to

ask for one. Knowing the result of the preliminary rating P , the entrepreneur can either

ask for a full report at a fee Φ or remain unrated and abandon the project.

1.1.2 The CRA

There is a monopolistic credit rating agency o�ering an evaluation of the quality of the

project. The certi�cation happens in two stages. First there is a preliminary stage,

resulting in a verbal message P . Subsequently there is a �nal rating stage producing a

published full report r ∈ {IG, J}. The CRA charges the entrepreneur a fee Φ only in

the rating stage. The fee Φ is exogenous and does not depend on the published rating.16

Hence, the CRA is not paid for the initial evaluation but only for the report that is

13The unawareness of the entrepreneur concerning the quality of the project is a common feature in
the CRA literature. Here the fact that the entrepreneur in uninformed is a simplifying assumption which
does not however a�ect the results.

14Here, the CRA is the certi�er and the evaluation is the rating.
15Throughout the text preliminary rating and indicative rating are used as synonyms. Similarly,

publishable rating or full report have the same meaning.
16A common practice is that of assuming that the entrepreneur pays the CRA only if the rating is good.

In the current set up, publishing occurs regardless of whether the rating is good or bad and there is no
space for contingent fees. By doing so we implement what is suggested in the Parliament and the Council
[May 2013] in terms of independence of the charged fee from the outcome of the performed service and in
terms of non discriminatory fees. In Kovbasyuk [2013] instead, of the three regulatory environments that
are taken into consideration (publicly disclosed �xed payment, publicly disclosed and rating contingent
payment, private rating contingent payment) a desirable regulation should allow rating contingent fees
and require their disclosure.
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disclosed.

In the preliminary stage, the CRA gives the initial evaluation, either good (P = G)

or bad (P = B), only to the entrepreneur. When asked to produce the full report, the

CRA earns the fee and generates either an investment grade (r = IG) or a junk (r = J)

rating which is published. That is, the entrepreneur cannot prevent a bad rating from

being published.17

The quality of the CRA is captured by λ ∈ (0, 1). It can either be of the informed

type (I) with probability λ or of the uninformed type (U) with probability (1− λ). The

informed type can be interpreted as the exemplary CRA and has a predetermined strategy

which ensures correct ratings18. The CRA knows if it is informed.

In the preliminary stage the uninformed CRA can either correctly or incorrectly evalu-

ate the project.19 This means that the CRA is not su�ciently skilled to be sure of whether

its initial evaluation is correct or not. Even if uninformed in the �rst stage, the CRA has

a chance to become informed when asked to provide a full report. At the �nal rating

stage the CRA has access to an information acquisition technology which generates an

information signal σ ∈ {G,B} on the quality of the project. In particular, the technology

is such that the CRA learns the true quality of the project with probability e and receives

an incorrect signal with probability 1− e.

Pr(σ = G|G,U) = Pr(σ = B|B,U) = e

Pr(σ = G|B,U) = Pr(σ = B|G,U) = 1− e
17According to the Parliament and the Council [May 2013], once the �nal report is ready, the CRA

has to communicate to the issuer the evaluation a full working day before the report becomes publicly
available. The issuer can stop the publication process only if relevant information is contained in the
press release or if new relevant information has become available.

18In Mathis et al. [2009] the exemplary CRA is a truthful one which is committed to always tell the
truth; the authors employ a dynamic model of reputation where a monopolist CRA can mix between
lying and truth telling to build reputation, and �nd two possible unique active equilibria, a truthful and a
non-truthful one. Similarly to Camanho et al. [2012] �honest� CRA, our informed CRA issues the correct
rating to the project.

19In an initial version, the model allowed, in the preliminary stage, for the CRA to have access to
an information acquisition technology generating an information signal θ ∈ {G,B} on the quality of the
project. In particular, the CRA would receive a correct signal with probability β whereas it would receive
no signal (σ = ∅) with the complementary probability, where β was the signal precision, exogenously
given and non costly.
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where e ∈ (1
2
, 1) is the signal precision, exogenously given and not costly.

In the preliminary stage the informed CRA always has the ability to correctly assess

the project quality even with little information and will always do so. Furthermore, in

the rating stage this type of CRA correctly evaluates the project, as if the received signal

was fully revealing. Namely:

Pr(σ = G|G, I) = Pr(σ = B|B, I) = 1

stating that the signal in the rating stage is always su�cient for the informed CRA to

correctly assess the project.

1.1.3 Strategies and Payo�s

In the preliminary stage the uninformed CRA decides in which circumstances it is optimal

to issue a good initial evaluation. The CRA makes a strategic decision x ∈ X = {0, 1},
where x = 1 is to issue a positive preliminary rating, x = 0 is to issue a bad prelimi-

nary rating. In other words, not being informed in the preliminary stage, results in the

uninformed CRA issuing a good preliminary rating with probability x.

After the entrepreneur receives P , he has to decide when to go ahead and pay the fee

to the CRA. We denote this strategic decision yi ∈ Y = {0, 1} with i = P , where yi = 1

is to ask for the �nal rating at a cost Φ given the preliminary P and yi = 0 is to stop and

remain unrated. In other words, faced with a good preliminary rating, the entrepreneur

will ask for the full report with probability yG, whereas with probability yB he will ask

for it when the preliminary is bad.

par The entrepreneur's only concern is to carry out the project by getting it �nanced.

Even if the entrepreneur was aware of the quality of his project, the fact that he does

not invest money of his own makes him uninterested in success or failure. His payo� is

given by the di�erence between the funding that can be obtained and the cost incurred

to obtain a rating. Whenever a project gets an IG rating the entrepreneur has access to

funding VG, however the also has to bear the cost of hiring a CRA to produce a report.

In the eventuality that the ratings is J , the entrepreneur doesn't get funded and loses

the fee he paid. When the entrepreneur decides not to purchase the full report, he has to

abandon the project.
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Being well rated entitles the entrepreneur to access �nancing and therefore VG has to be

large enough to cover the fee that has to be paid to get rated. Formally

Assumption 1. VG − Φ > 0

This assumption states that total funding VG has to be large enough to cover the fee

that has to be paid to get rated.

The payo� can be written as

ΠENT =


VG − Φ, if r = IG

−Φ, if r = J

0, otherwise

(1)

The CRA earns the fee when the �nal rating is purchased which is then published and

nothing otherwise. In addition, the payo� ΠCRA includes a reputation term de�ned as

the perception that the market has of the CRA being of the informed type multiplied

by a reputation gain which is here normalised to one. Thus the CRA is motivated by

proving its ability to correctly evaluate a project. The updated belief that the investors

have about the CRA being of the informed type in the light of the observed rating and

of the following result (success or fail of the project) provides the reputation part. In

general for the baseline

ΠCRA =

Φ + µ, if E asks for the �nal report

λ, otherwise
(2)

where µ represents the reputation gain in the purchase case while without evidence

reputation is represented by the prior on the quality of the CRA20.

20Faure-Grimaud et al. [2009] show that in order for no disclosure to be valuable it is necessary that
contracting between the �rm and the certi�er is secret and that the true value of the �rm is unknown
also to the �rm itself. Here the secrecy of the contact makes the contracting invisible and no disclosure
is valuable in the sense that it does not a�ect the CRA's reputation.
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Summary of Notation

α Prior probability of G projects

λ Prior probability of informed CRAs

e Final rating stage signal precision

Φ Final rating fee

VG Amount of funding

yG Probability that E faced with P = G asks for r

yB Probability that E faced with P = B asks for r

x Probability that the UN CRA says P = G

r Final rating

P Preliminary rating

1.1.4 The Timing

The timing of the game is as follows:

Figure 1: Order of events.

1. Nature chooses state and types;

2. the CRA costlessly checks the quality of the project and verbally discloses its pre-

liminary evaluation (good (G) or bad (B));

3. The entrepreneur, knowing the preliminary evaluation decides whether or not to

purchase the full report;

4. The CRA issues a rating (IG or J) which is published;

5. Investors invest, the good project and the bad project respectively succeed and fail,

investors update their believes concerning the quality of the CRA and payo�s are

realised;
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Figure 2: The game in extensive form.

Figure 1 shows the extensive form of the game. It does not indicate payo�s at the

end nodes but those are implied by the type of report which is published. The end

nodes labelled IG, s are those in which the entrepreneur gets funded and the uninformed

CRA can be perceived as informed. Those labelled IG, f represent the cases in which

the entrepreneur accesses funding but the project fails and the CRA is revealed to be

uninformed. The J nodes imply no funding for the entrepreneur and reputation gain for

the CRA whereas the NR nodes represent the cases in which the entrepreneur decides to

stop after the preliminary.

The relevant notion of equilibrium here is perfect Bayesian equilibrium (PBE). In this

preliminary rating game, a PBE consists of sequentially rational strategy pro�les for the

CRA and the entrepreneur consistent with the belief system held by the market. The

market doesn't observe whether �nal rating comes from an informed or uninformed CRA.

Thus it has to construct beliefs based on what has happened prior to publication of the

�nal rating.
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1.2 Equilibrium Analysis

This section is devoted to the characterisation of the equilibrium. The game is solved by

backward induction.

1.2.1 Investor's believes

To begin, after funding has occurred, the market observe three possible outcomes: a

project rated investment grade which succeeds (IG, s), a project rated investment grade

which fails (IG, f) and a project rated junk (J) which is not carried out. For each of

these possible scenarios, the market forms an updated belief µ of the quality of the rating

agency. Recall that an uninformed CRA would like to impress the market by being

perceived as informed in order to gain reputation whereas an informed CRA always tells

the truth in order to maintain its reputation.

The investors, which value the accurateness of the CRA, update their beliefs according

to the Bayesian rule. If they observe a successful investment grade rated project, their

belief that the CRA is of the informed type becomes

µIG, s =
λyG

e(1− λ) ((1− x)yB + xyG) + λyG
(3)

When they observe a project which received a junk rating, the market posterior probability

that the CRA is of the informed type is

µJ =
(1− α)λyB

(1− λ)(α− 2αe+ e) ((1− x)yB + xyG) + (1− α)λyB
(4)

When a project rated IG fails, the market infers that the rating came from an uninformed

CRA, µIG, f is therefore 0.

1.2.2 Entrepreneur decision on full report

The entrepreneur faced with a preliminary report, has to decide whether to go ahead

asking for the �nal report at a fee or stop and remain unrated abandoning the project.

There are three possible outcomes from going ahead, either the project is valued IG and

succeeds or the project is valued IG but then fails or the project is valued J and no

funding occurs. Regardless of the preliminary, asking for the �nal report involves a cost

13



Φ to be paid to the CRA. With some probability qi, with i = {G,B}, if the entrepreneur
goes ahead he gets VG and thus can fund the project. The entrepreneur is only concerned

about funding, therefore whether an investment grade rated project results in a success

or in a failure is of no interest to him and in turn stopping and remaining unrated gives

him nothing21. Let qxG be the probability that a project is certi�ed as IG given a positive

preliminary

qxG =
αλ+ α(1− λ)xe+ (1− α)(1− λ)x(1− e)

αλ+ α(1− λ)x+ (1− α)(1− λ)x

and similarly let qxB be the probability that a project is certi�ed as IG given a negative

preliminary

qxB =
α(1− λ)(1− x)e+ (1− α)(1− λ)(1− x)(1− e)

α(1− λ)(1− x) + (1− α)λ+ (1− α)(1− λ)(1− x)

The numerator of qxG (qxB) is the sum of the probabilities associated with ending the game

with an investment grade rating after receiving a positive (negative) preliminary, whereas

the denominator accounts for all the possible outcomes following the received preliminary.

In the case of P = G, the entrepreneur has to compare the expected payo� from asking

for the full report and paying the fee with 0,22 and will go ahead if and only if

αλ− (λ− 1)x(−α + (2α− 1)e+ 1)

αλ− λx+ x
VG − Φ > 0

which can be rewritten as qxGVG − Φ > 0. When the initial evaluation is bad (P = B),

the entrepreneur compares the expected payo� for choosing to go ahead with 0 and will

ask for the full report if and only if

(λ− 1)(x− 1)(−α + (2α− 1)e+ 1)

−αλ+ (λ− 1)x+ 1
VG − Φ > 0

which can similarly be rewritten as qxBVG − Φ > 0.

21We assume success or failure do not a�ect the entrepreneurs decision because he does not invest his
own funds. This assumption will be relaxed in an extension.

22Not going ahead gives a zero payo� because no funding occurs and no fee is paid. This assumption
is similar to Camanho et al. [2012] where a bad rating and no rating are considered equivalent outcomes
in the model.
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Lemma 1. If the entrepreneur receives a good preliminary (P = G) he goes ahead if

qxG >
Φ

VG
(5)

The entrepreneur will therefore go ahead if qxG > Φ
VG
, stop if qxG < Φ

VG
and will be

indi�erent whenever qxG = Φ
VG
.

Lemma 2. If the entrepreneur receives a bad preliminary (P = B) he goes ahead if

qxB >
Φ

VG
(6)

The entrepreneur will choose to go ahead if qxB > Φ
VG
, stop if qxB < Φ

VG
and will be

indi�erent whenever qxB = Φ
VG
.

Lemma 3. There cannot be an equilibrium in which the CRA is overcon�dent (x = 1)

and the entrepreneur faced with P = B asks for the �nal rating with a positive probability

(yB > 0).

Proof. Given x = 1, the expected payo� of the entrepreneur faced with a bad preliminary

rating when remaining unrated is 0 whereas if he asks for the full report he looses the

fee Φ. −Φ > 0 never holds. Thus the entrepreneur is always better o� stopping at the

preliminary stage.

Intuitively, if the uninformed CRA is overcon�dent, a P = B result of the preliminary

evaluation can only be due to an informed CRA. The entrepreneur knows that the pre-

liminary evaluation will be con�rmed in the rating stage if he decides to go ahead and

therefore prefers to stop and avoid the payment of the fee.

Lemma 4. There cannot be an equilibrium in which the CRA is conservative (x = 0) and

the entrepreneur faced with P = G remains unrated with a positive probability (yG < 1).

Proof. Given x = 0, the expected payo� of the entrepreneur faced with a good preliminary

rating when asking for the �nal rating is −Φ + VG whereas if he remains unrated he gets

0.

−Φ + VG > 0 always holds. Thus the entrepreneur is always better o� paying for the full

report.
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Reasonably, if the uninformed CRA is conservative, a P = G evaluation can only be

due to an infomred CRA. The entrepreneur knows this and goes ahead because there is

no risk to receive a J report in the rating stage.

1.2.3 The CRA decision on the preliminary rating

The CRA, if of the uninformed type, decides whether to issue a good preliminary or a bad

one. As it is clear from Figure 1, the CRA does not know whether the project is good or

bad. Recall that µIG, f, µIG, s and µJ are respectively the updated believes of the market

when a successful project was given an investment grade rating, when a project which

resulted in a failure was given an investment grade rating and when a project received a

junk rating.

The payo� of the CRA from issuing P = G in the preliminary stage is

πG,sµIG,s + πG,fµIG,f + πG,JµJ + λπG,NR + ΦyG (7)

whereas from issuing P = B in the preliminary stage the CRA gets

πB,sµIG,s + πB,fµIG,f + πB,JµJ + λπB,NR + ΦyB (8)

Both (7) and (8) are made up of two parts, a pro�t term whereby the CRA gets the

fee whenever the entrepreneur decides to go ahead and a reputation term. This term

can be explained as follows; with probability πG,s (πB,s) a project initially evaluated as

good (bad) by an uninformed CRA succeeds and the CRA gains reputation (the investors

now believe that the CRA is informed), with probability πG,J (πB,J) a project initially

evaluated as good (bad) gets a J rating, boosting the CRA's reputation because the actual

quality cannot be veri�ed. The third term, πG,fµIG, f (πB,fµIG, f), equals 0 an thus there

is no reputation gain. With probability πG,NR (πB,NR) initially rated as P = G (P = B)

remains unrated and the CRA neither gains nor looses reputation.

The CRA knows when playing P = G or P = B with which probability she is going

to gain reputation. As mentioned above, πB,s and πG,s are respectively the probabilities

that a project rated IG succeeds when the uninformed CRA says P = B or when it says

P = G. For each information set, of all the possible end nodes, just one branch leads to

this outcome, therefore πG,s = αeyG and πB,s = αeyB.
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Similarly πG,J and πB,J are the probabilities that a project gets a J rating when the

uninformed CRA says either P = G or P = B. Once again, for each information set, of

the 8 �nal nodes only two are consistent with this outcome, thus πG,J = (α−2αe+e)yG and

πB,J = (α− 2αe+ e)yB. Moreover πG,f and πB,f are the probabilities that a project rated

IG fails when the uninformed CRA says P = G or P = B, thus πG,f = (α− 1)(e− 1)yG

and πB,f = (α−1)(e−1)yB. Finally, for each information set, of all the possible end nodes,

just 2 branches lead to the NR outcome, which means πG,NR = 1−yG and πB,NR = 1−yB.
As a result, the sum of the probabilities with which the CRA gains reputation sums

up to 1.

αeyB + yB(α− 2αe+ e) + (α− 1)(e− 1)yB + 1− yB = 1

αeyG + yG(α− 2αe+ e) + (α− 1)(e− 1)yG + 1− yG = 1

The choice on whether to issue a good (P = G) or a bad (P = B) preliminary can be

summarised as follows. The CRA will issue a good preliminary if

(1− α)λyB(α− 2αe+ e)yG
(1− α)λyB + (1− λ)(α− 2αe+ e)yG

+
αeλyG

e(1− λ) + λ
+ λ (1− yG) + ΦyG >

αeλyByG
e(1− λ)yB + λyG

+
(1− α)λyB(α− 2αe+ e)

(1− α)λ+ (1− λ)(α− 2αe+ e)
+ λ (1− yB) + ΦyB

which can be rewritten as23

yG[(α− 2αe+ e)µ1
J + αeµ1

IG,s − λ+ Φ] > yB[αeµ0
IG,s + (α− 2αe+ e)µ0

J − λ+ Φ] (9)

The RHS of the above inequality is the expected payo� from issuing a positive preliminary.

Similarly the LHS is the expected payo� from issuing a negative preliminary.

Before stating the result, for yG 6= yB we de�ne

Φ̄(yG, yB) ≡
αe(yBµ

0
IG,s − yGµ1

IG,s) + (α− 2αe+ e)(yBµ
0
J − yGµ1

J)

yG − yB
+ λ

Lemma 5. The uninformed CRA issues a good preliminary rating (P = G) according to

Φ > Φ̄(yG, yB) (10)

23Note that µ1
J (µ0

J) and µ
1
IG,s (µ

0
IG,s) are respectively (4) and (3) when x = 1 (x = 0).
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if yG > yB, otherwise (10) is reversed.

The CRA gives a good preliminary evaluation Φ > Φ̄(yG, yB), gives a bad preliminary

evaluation when Φ < Φ̄(yG, yB) and is indi�erent when Φ = Φ̄(yG, yB).

To sum up

Proposition 1. Equilibrium in the baseline model are as follows:

(i) For Φ > Φ̄(1, 0) and 0 < Φ
VG

< q1
G the CRA is overcon�dent and issues a good

preliminary (x = 1), the entrepreneur is responsive and goes ahead after a good

preliminary (yG = 1) but stops after a bad one (yB = 0).

(ii) For q1
G < Φ

VG
< 1 the CRA is overcon�dent and issues a good preliminary (x = 1),

the entrepreneur is pessimistic and always stops (yG = yB = 0).

(iii) For 0 < Φ < Φ̄(1, 0) and q0
B < Φ

VG
< 1 the CRA is conservative and issues a bad

preliminary (x = 0), the entrepreneur is responsive and goes ahead after a good

preliminary (yG = 1) but stops after a bad one (yB = 0).

(iv) For 0 < Φ
VG

< q0
B the CRA is conservative and issues a bad preliminary (x = 0), the

entrepreneur is optimistic and always goes ahead (yG = yB = 1).

where Φ̄(1, 0) = λ(e(α+λ−1)−λ)
e(λ−1)−λ . To prove that the above mentioned are the only possible

equilibria the intuition goes as follows. All the candidates in which x = 0 and yG = 0 are

ruled out by Lemma 4, similarly all the cases in which x = 1 and yB = 1 are ruled out by

Lemma 3.

Corollary 1. For �xed parameters there is multiplicity of equilibria when

(i) 0 < Φ < Φ̄ and q1
G <

Φ
Vg
< 1

(ii) Φ > Φ̄ and 0 < Φ
Vg
< q0

B

Multiplicity occurs when Φ
VG

is either su�ciently low or su�ciently high with respect

to the likelihood of getting funded. If qB is big enough the entrepreneur faced with a bad

preliminary may be willing to go ahead and risk the fee. Similarly, if qG is small enough,

the entrepreneur faced with a good preliminary may prefer to stop and remain unrated

rather than risking the fee.
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(a) Equilibrium (i) (b) Equilibrium (ii)

(c) Equilibrium (iii) (d) Equilibrium (iv)

(e) Equilibrium (i) to (iv)

Figure 3: Equilibrium in the benchmark for e = 3/4, λ = 1/2 and Φ = 1/3.
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For the sake of the discussion we �x e = 3/4, λ = 1/2 and Φ = 1/3 and we rename

V the ratio between the fee and the amount of funding. In Equilibrium (i), projects are

relatively good and the impact of the fee on the funding is small therefore the CRA prefers

to issue a good preliminary P = G, the entrepreneur prefers to go ahead if he hears P = G

but prefers to stop if he hears P = B. Receiving a bad preliminary when the uninformed

CRA is issuing a good preliminary implies that the preliminary has to come from the

informed CRA. Under these circumstances, asking for the full report would only result in

the loss of the fee.

In the Equilibrium (iii), projects are relatively bad and the impact of the fee on

the funding is high therefore the CRA prefers to issue a bad preliminary P = B, the

entrepreneur prefers to go ahead if he hears P = G but prefers to stop if he hears P = B.

Receiving a good preliminary when the uninformed CRA is issuing a bad preliminary

implies that the preliminary is due to the informed CRA and therefore the entrepreneur

is sure to get funded.

In Equilibrium (ii), disadvantageous combinations α and V (i.e. High proportion of

good projects and huge impact of the fee on the funding or low proportion of good projects

and medium-high impact of the fee) lead the entrepreneur to stop regardless of the opinion

of the CRA. Similarly, in the Equilibrium (iv), advantageous combinations of α and V

(i.e. Low proportion of good projects and tiny impact of the fee on the funding or high

proportion of good projects and medium-low impact of the fee) lead the entrepreneur to

ask for the full report regardless of the opinion of the CRA.

2 The Model with Contact Disclosure

Con�dentiality of both the contact and the outcome of the preliminary evaluation result

in poor information conveyed to the market. Taking the European Regulation in place at

our bound, it is possible to investigate whether imposing disclosure of the contact between

the CRA and the entrepreneur a�ects the decisions of the players and thus the resulting

equilibrium24.

24For the purpose of the model we refer to mandatory disclosure as a way to increase transparency in the
industry while Freixas and Laux [2011] focus on the e�ectiveness of disclosure during the crisis and discuss
proposals and policy implications highlighting the distinction between transparency and disclosure. One
of their core suggestions is that more information, for instance in terms of compulsory disclosure, does
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The timing of the game is similar to the baseline one. However, when costlessly check-

ing the project, the CRA has to disclose that it has been contacted by the entrepreneur

for a preliminary evaluation. Note that the actual result of the preliminary evaluation is

still communicated only to the entrepreneur. If on the one hand this tiny detail enriches

the payo� of the CRA, on the other it allows the payo� of the entrepreneur, to remain

unchanged. As before the entrepreneur's only concern is to get an IG rating and fund

the project, success an failure of the project are of no interest to him.

Unlike the baseline model, making the market aware of who has asked the services of

the CRA makes unrated projects visible. This in turn a�ects the CRA reputation through

the updated perception that the market has of it being of the informed type. In other

words, in this scenario, the fact that a project remains unrateded is now a fourth outcome

which still can be assimilated to the r = J one in terms of possible funding25 but which is

radically di�erent in terms of reputation. Now, even when the entrepreneur decides not

to purchase the �nal rating, the market can update its belief on whether the preliminary

rating was issued by an informed CRA or not.

2.1 The Equilibrium

The game is solved by backward induction.

To begin, the market now observes and additional outcome, a project which remains

unrated but which is known to have gone through a preliminary evaluation, and can form

an updated belief of the quality of the rating agency. Thus if the investors observe an

unrated project, the posterior probability that the CRA is of the informed type becomes

µNR =
λ ((α− 1)yB − αyG + 1)

yB(αλ− λx+ x− 1) + yG((λ− 1)x− αλ) + 1
(11)

which represents the probability that the CRA is of the informed type given no report

(NR).

This in turns means that now one of the components of the reputation term in the CRA

payo� has changed, therefore (7) and (8) can now be written respectively as

not necessarely lead to more transparency.
25As before, unrated projects don't get funded because the investors invest only if they see an IG

rating.
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πG,sµIG,s + πG,fµIG,f + πG,JµJ + µNRπG,NR + ΦyG (12)

πB,sµIG,s + πB,fµIG,f + πB,JµJ + µNRπB,NR + ΦyB (13)

When there is contact disclosure, the choice on whether to issue a good or a bad prelim-

inary can be summarised as follows. The CRA will now issue a good preliminary rating

if and only if

(1− α)λyB(α− 2αe+ e)yG
(1− α)λyB + (1− λ)(α− 2αe+ e)yG

+
λ (1− yG) ((α− 1)yB − αyG + 1)

(αλ− λ)yB + (−αλ+ λ− 1)yG + 1
+

αeλyG
e(1− λ) + λ

+ ΦyG >

αeλyByG
e(1− λ)yB + λyG

+
(1− α)λyB(α− 2αe+ e)

(1− α)λ+ (1− λ)(α− 2αe+ e)
+

λ (1− yB) ((α− 1)yB − αyG + 1)

(αλ− 1)yB − αλyG + 1
+ ΦyB

which can be rewritten as

yG[(α−2αe+e)µ1
J+αeµ1

IG,s−µ1
NR+Φ]+µ1

NR > yB[αeµ0
IG,s+(α−2αe+e)µ0

J−µ0
NR+Φ]+µ0

NR

(14)

The RHS of the above inequality is the expected payo� from issuing a positive preliminary

while the LHS is the expected payo� from issuing a negative preliminary. As we expected,

(14) di�ers from (9) only for the µNR term. The �rst thing that has to be noticed is

that in the benchmark the reputation payo� in the no report case was independent of

the preliminary (i.e λ). Now instead giving a good or a bad preliminary implies di�erent

payo�s, respectively µ1
NR and µ0

NR.

Before stating the result, for yG 6= yB we de�ne

Φ̂(yG, yB) ≡
αe(yBµ

0
IG,s − yGµ1

IG,s) + (α− 2αe+ e)(yBµ
0
J − yGµ1

J)

yG − yB

+
µ0
NR(1− yB)− µ1

NR(1− yG)

yG − yB

Lemma 6. With contact disclosure, the uninformed CRA issues a good preliminary rating
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(P = G) according to

Φ > Φ̂(yG, yB) (15)

if yG > yB, otherwise (15) is reversed.

The CRA gives a good preliminary evaluation when the Φ > Φ̂(yG, yB), it gives a bad

preliminary evaluation if Φ < Φ̂(yG, yB) and is indi�erent when Φ = Φ̂(yG, yB).

To sum up:

Proposition 2. Equilibrium in the contact disclosure model are as follows:

(i) For Φ > Φ̂(1, 0) and 0 < Φ
VG

< q1
G the CRA is overcon�dent and issues a good

preliminary (x = 1), the entrepreneur is responsive and goes ahead after a good

preliminary (yG = 1) but stops after a bad one (yB = 0).

(ii) For q1
G < Φ

VG
< 1 the CRA is overcon�dent and issues a good preliminary (x = 1),

the entrepreneur is pessimistic and always stops (yG = yB = 0).

(iii) For 0 < Φ < Φ̂(1, 0) and q0
B < Φ

VG
< 1 the CRA is conservative and issues a bad

preliminary (x = 0), the entrepreneur is responsive and goes ahead after a good

preliminary (yG = 1) but stops after a bad one (yB = 0).

(iv) For 0 < Φ
VG

< q0
B the CRA is conservative and issues a bad preliminary (x = 0), the

entrepreneur is optimistic and always goes ahead (yG = yB = 1).

where Φ̂(1, 0) =
λ(−αλ+e((α2+α−1)λ−2α+1)+λ)

(αλ−1)(e(λ−1)−λ)
. As in the benchmark, four possible equi-

libria can arise. Two in which the entrepreneur behaves as if the CRA was not there and

two in which the entrepreneur takes into consideration the opinion of the CRA. For the

sake of the discussion we once again �x e = 3/4, λ = 1/2 and Φ = 1/3. The Equilib-

rium (ii) and Equilibrium (iv) perfectly resemble those in the benchmark. This is not

surprising given that the introduction of disclosure only a�ects the CRA payo�, leaving

the entrepreneur with the same payo�.

Corollary 2. (i) For 0 < α ≤ 1
2
or for 1

2
< α < 1 and (2α−1)e

−α+(α2+α−1)e+1
< λ < 1 there

is multiplicity of equilibria either when 0 < Φ < Φ̂ and q0
B < V < 1 or when Φ > Φ̂

and 0 < Φ
VG

< q1
G
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(a) Equilibrium (i) (b) Equilibrium (ii)

(c) Equilibrium (iii) (d) Equilibrium (iv)

(e) Equilibrium (i) to (iv)

Figure 4: Equilibrium in the extension for e = 3/4, λ = 1/2 and Φ = 1/3.
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(ii) For 0 < λ ≤ (2α−1)e
−α+(α2+α−1)e+1

there is multiplicity of equilibria when 0 < Φ
VG

< q1
G

Multiplicity occurs for either low α or for both high α and su�ciently large λ when Φ
VG

is either su�ciently low or su�ciently high with respect to the likelihood of getting funded.

Moreover for low enough λ multiplicity occurs when Φ
VG

is greater than the likelihood of

getting funded.

3 Discussion

The initial question can be summarized as follows: what changes when the CRA is asked

to disclose the contact with a possible client? In particular the aim here is to investigate

the extent to which such a requirement may a�ect reputation of the expert.

Results from the baseline and from the extension show that Proposition 2 resembles

Proposition 1. In both settings when the uninformed CRA is overcon�dent (x = 1),

either the entrepreneur is responsive and faced with a good preliminary rating asks for

the full report while faced with a bad preliminary stops and remains unrated or he ignores

the CRA's opinion, acts pessimistically and always stops. Similarly, when the CRA

is conservative (x = 0), either the entrepreneur is responsive and faced with a good

preliminary asks for the full report while faced with a bad preliminary stops and to

remains unrated or the entrepreneur ignores the CRA's opinion, acts optimistically and

always purchases the �nal rating. When the entrepreneur is optimistic and goes ahead

(yG = 1, yB = 1), the CRA is conservative and earns the fee for sure. On the contrary

when the entrepreneur is pessimistic and stops (yG = 0, yB = 0), the CRA is overcon�dent

and never earns the fee.

The only di�erence between the two sets of results stands in the fact that Equilibrium

(i) now absorbs part of the space previously covered by the Equilibrium (iii). In other

words, under disclosure the CRA is more often willing to issue a good preliminary rather

than issuing a bad one. This in turn leads to more requests for full reports and ultimately

to the possibility that more projects get funded.26 Comparing λ and µNR should shed

some light on this �nding. Whether λ is greater or lower of ether µ1
NR or µ0

NR crucially

depends on yG and yB.

26Figure 5a and Figure 5b show that when disclosure is in place even for lower values of α the CRA is
overcon�dent.
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(a) Benchmark model (b) Contact disclosure model

Figure 5: Comparison of equilibrium representation.

Lemma 7. If the CRA issues a bad preliminary report, the reputation gain associated

with r = NR is lower under disclosure whenever 0 ≤ yB < yG ≤ 1.

Proof is given in the appendix. With disclosure in place, the CRA enjoys a lower

reputation payo� when issuing a bad preliminary. To compare the two settings let's focus

on an example. We have already �xed e, λ and Φ and we know analyse what happens

when also α and V are both �xed to 0.3.

Let A represent this speci�c set of �xed parameters. Through 5a and 5b it can be seen

that point A was chosen as an example because it lies in the �conservative-responsive�

area in the benchmark model whereas it is part of the �overcon�dent-responsive� area

in the extension27. Provided that for the entrepreneur nothing has changed and that in

the two equilibrium under consideration hearing good corresponds to going ahead while

hearing bad corresponds to stopping, our focus is on the CRA's payo�. Note that the

payo� for the CRA for issuing a good preliminary is the same in the extension and in the

benchmark whereas the payo� from issuing a bad preliminary di�ers, namely it is lower in

the extension. This is due to the di�erent reputation gain enjoyed by the CRA in the two

cases when no report is published. If the CRA knows that the entrepreneur goes ahead

after having been provided with a good preliminary, issuing P = G would give the CRA

27The �conservative-responsive� area is equivalent to Equilibrium (iii) whereas the �overcon�dent-
responsive� area is equivalent to Equilibrium (i).
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the same pro�t in both settings28 because it is as if it is avoiding the possibility to end

at the no report situation. On the other side, knowing that the entrepreneur faced with

a bad preliminary will stop creates a divergence in the payo� of the two settings. The

reputation payo� from saying P = B is higher in the benchmark and this is what causes

the shift in the decision of the CRA. Employing Lemma 7, when yB = 0 and yG = 1,

the reputation gain associated with r = NR is lower under disclosure. Given yB = 0

and yG = 1, the payo� of the CRA from issuing a bad preliminary is λ in the benchmark

case as opposed to λ(1−α)
1−αλ in the contact disclosure case. It can be easily seem that the

�rst payo� is greater than the second one, meaning that the reputation gain from an NR

report in the benchmark is higher than in the case in which disclosure is in place. This

shows that when disclosure is in place the payo� from issuing a bad preliminary is lower

than the one related to a good preliminary whereas in the benchmark the payo� relation

is reversed.

Proposition 1 and Proposition 2 show that in Equilibrium (i) and in Equilibrium

(iii) the role of the fee is crucial; the tradeo� fee in the benchmark always exceeds the

tradeo� fee in the extension. In other words, when disclosure is in place, the conservative

equilibrium loses out to the overcon�dence equilibrium.

Lemma 8. For all parameters values Φ̄(1, 0) > Φ̂(1, 0).

Proof is given in the appendix. The intuition here works as follows. Recall that below

the tradeo� fee the CRA prefers to issue a bad preliminary whereas above this fee the

CRA chooses to issue a good preliminary. With disclosure in place we have seen that

the CRA gains less in terms of reputation when the entrepreneur decides to stop. If the

payo� for saying P = B goes down, the tradeo� fee which identi�es the shift from the

Equilibrium (iii) to the Equilibrium (i) is lowered as well. Now the CRA is willing to

be overcon�dent even for lower fees because this still provides a higher payo� than the

achievable one from being conservative.

With no �nal rating and without disclosure the market cannot update its belief and

therefore would stick to the prior λ whereas with disclosure the CRA's reputation is sub-

ject to an update. Indeed the market knows that with some probability the entrepreneur

28Recall that (7) and (12) di�er only with respect to the NR reputation payo� part, namely µNRπG,NR
in the extension and λπG,NR in the benchmark. Given that πG,NR = 1 − yG, when yG = 1 both terms
go to 0. Hence the CRA enjoys the same payo� in the two cases.
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stopped because of a P = B indicative rating due to an uninfomred CRA. Thus the mar-

ket updates its belief of whether the issuing CRA is of the informed type. The reputation

concerns aren't strong enough to lead to a better outcome under disclosure, instead they

end up making the CRA more responsive to the fee.

3.1 Availability of partial funding

Absence of funding when no report is available can be far from reality. We therefore

relax this assumption, allowing for partial funding and look at the case in which the

entrepreneur can carry out the project even if unrated. Let VNR > 0 be a high cost

funding which allows alternative funding for the project

Assumption 2. VG − Φ > VNR

Similarly to Assumption 1. this assumption states that low cost funding net of the fee

has to be greater than high cost funding. Given that the objective of the entrepreneur is

to get funded, if Assumption 2. was not satis�ed, the entrepreneur would always remain

unrated.

The entrepreneur now has to compare the payo� from asking the full report and paying

the fee with VNR, and will go ahead according toqxG >
Φ+VNR

VG
, if P = G

qxB >
Φ+VNR

VG
, if P = B

(16)

Even though the market now observes more outcomes,29 the payo� of the uninformed

CRA when disclosure is not in place remains unchanged. The payo� of the CRA from

issuing P = G in the preliminary stage is

πG,sµIG,s + πG,fµIG,f + πG,JµJ + λπG,NR,f + λπG,NR,s + ΦyG (17)

29An unrated projects now gets funded, therefore the market will eventually observe whether it succeeds
or fails. Thus the possible outcomes are a project rated investment grade which succeeds (IG, s), a project
rated investment grade which fails (IG, f) a project rated junk (J), a project not rated which succeeds
(NR, s) and a project not rated which fails (NR, f).
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whereas from issuing P = B in the preliminary stage the CRA gets

πB,sµIG,s + πB,fµIG,f + πB,JµJ + λπB,NR,f + λπB,NR,s + ΦyB (18)

where πG,NR,f (πB,NR,f ) and πG,NR,s (πB,NR,s) are respectively the probabilities (1−α)(1−
yG) ((1−α)(1− yB)) and α(1− yG) (α(1− yB)) that a project rated NR fails or succeeds

when the uninformed CRA says P = G (P = B). In all four cases the market is anaware

of the contact between the CRA and the entrepreneur and therefore sticks to the prior

λ. It is straightforward that (17) and (18) perfectly resemble (7) and (8) because

πG,NR,f + πG,NR,s = πG,NR and similarly πB,NR,f + πB,NR,s = πB,NR.

When disclosure is in place instead, if the investors observe an unrated project which

succeeds, their posterior probability that the CRA is of the informed type becomes

µNR,s =
λ (yG − 1)

(λ− 1)(x− 1)yB + yG(λ− λx+ x)− 1
(19)

whereas if the investors observe an unrated project which fails, their posterior probability

that the CRA is of the informed type becomes

µNR,f =
λ (yB − 1)

yB((λ− 1)x+ 1) + yG(x− λx)− 1
(20)

Thus the CRA compares the payo� from issuing a good preliminary

yG[(α− 2αe+ e)µ1
J + αeµ1

IG,s − αλ− (1− α)µ1
NR,f + Φ] + αλ+ (1− α)µ1

NR,f (21)

with the payo� from issuing a bad preliminary

yB[αeµ0
IG,s + (α− 2αe+ e)µ0

J − (1− α)λ− αµ0
NR,s + Φ] + (1− α)λ+ αµ0

NR,s (22)
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(a) Benchmark model (b) Contact disclosure model

Figure 6: Comparison of equilibrium representation with high cost funding.

For yG 6= yB we can de�ne the tradeo� fee which determines the CRA's decision, namely

Φ̃(yG, yB) ≡
αe(yBµ

0
IG,s − yGµ1

IG,s) + (α− 2αe+ e)(yBµ
0
J − yGµ1

J)

yG − yB

−
α(yBµ

0
NR,s − yGλ) + α(yBλ− yGµ1

NR,f )

yG − yB

+
α(µ0

NR,s − λ) + (1− α)(λ− µ1
NR,f )

yG − yB

Thus the CRA issues a good preliminary (P = G) according to

Φ > Φ̃(yG, yB) (23)

It is still the case that four types of equilibria arise, for the sake of the discussion we

�x e = 3/4, λ = 1/2 and Φ = 1/3, rename M the ratio Φ+VNR

VG
and we use Figure 6

to summarise the �ndings. The outside option which ensures some funding also in the

absence of a rating results in the CRA being overcon�dent even more often than in the

case without partial funding.

Lemma 9. For all parameters values Φ̂(1, 0) > Φ̃(1, 0).

The intuition goes as follows: when there exists another source of funding, for the
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entrepreneur to ask for the full report30 the probability that the project will be certi�ed

as IG given a certain preliminary has to be higher. This means that the entrepreneur is

less willing to go ahead and pay the fee. Thus the only reasonable thing the CRA can do

is to start issuing good preliminary in order to attract the entrepreneur.

3.2 Entrepreneur's Preference for Success

The fact that the only concern of the entrepreneur is to get funded seems too extreme,

therefore we relax this assumption. In order to have an entrepreneur who prefers success

rather than default, let v < VG be the entrepreneurs own funds. In order to carry out the

project v is not su�cient, thus funding from the investors is needed.

The payo� of the entrepreneur can now be written asqGIGVG − qGJv > Φ, if P = G

qB
IGVG − qBJv > Φ, if P = B

(24)

where qP
IG + qP

J = qxP . In this setting, with some probability the project gets funded

and succeeds and the entrepreneur gets VG, wherase if the project gets funded and fails

the entreprenur looses its own money v.

Under these new preferences it can be shown that all four equilibria still arise and that

contact disclosure makes the CRA more overcon�dent.

30Recall that without funding the entrepreneur goes ahead if qxG > φ
VG

(qxB > φ
VG

) whereas in the

current setting he goes ahead if qxG > Φ+VNR

VG
(qxB > Φ+VNR

VG
).
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Concluding Remarks

We develop a model of preliminary ratings and use it to investigate the e�ect of contact

disclosure. The model features a monopolistic CRA which has an incentive to gain repu-

tation among investors and a mass of entrepreneurs who need funding. We �rst look at

the case where no evidence of preliminary ratings is available to the market and then shift

the analysis towards what happens when preliminary rating contact has to be disclosed

by the CRA.

We show that in both settings four types equilibria can arise. An equilibrium in which

the CRA acts overcon�dently and one in which the CRA acts conservatively where the

entrepreneur is responsive and remains unrated following a bad preliminary or continues

following a good one. We �nd that under contact disclosure, when the entrepreneur

is responsive, the equilibrium where the CRA is overcon�dent gains prominence to the

expenses of the equilibrium where the CRA is conservative. Thus more projects, even of

lower quality, access the �nal rating stage and can get funded.

In the light of these �ndings, the CRA's reputation is negatively a�ected by the dis-

closure requirement and this results in a laxer behaviour.

We also �nd that there are other two equilibria, one in which the entrepreneur is

optimistic and goes ahead regardless of the preliminary and one in which he is pessimistic

and stops regardless of the preliminary which are shown to be una�ected by the disclosure

requirement. In these cases the opinion of the CRA is useless for the entrepreneur and

his decision seems to be driven by the magnitude of the impact of the fee on funding and

by the likelihood that the project is of high quality. Advantageous combinations of the

two lead the entrepreneur to continue, disadvantageous ones result in a stop.

We verify that the result are robust in extensions where funding of unrated projects

is available or where the entrepreneur has a preference for success.
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Appendix

Proof of Lemma 7.

To prove that issuing a bad preliminary leads to a lower reputation payo� in the case of

no �nal report, we have to focus on λ and µ0
NR. For Lemma 7 to be true it has to be the

case that

λ >
λ (α (yB − yG)− yB + 1)

αλ (yB − yG)− yB + 1
which implies 1 >

α (yB − yG)− yB + 1

αλ (yB − yG)− yB + 1

If 0 ≤ yB < yG ≤ 1 then the numerator of the RHS of the inequality is lower than the

denominator. This in turn makes the ratio lower than 1.

Proof of Lemma 8.

From Proposition 1 and Proposition 2 we know that

Φ̄(1, 0) =
λ(e(α + λ− 1)− λ)

e(λ− 1)− λ
and Φ̂(1, 0) =

λ (−αλ+ e ((α2 + α− 1)λ− 2α + 1) + λ)

(αλ− 1)(e(λ− 1)− λ)

To prove that Φ̄ > Φ̂, let's assume that this is the case, therefore

λ(e(α + λ− 1)− λ)

e(λ− 1)− λ
>
λ (−αλ+ e ((α2 + α− 1)λ− 2α + 1) + λ)

(αλ− 1)(e(λ− 1)− λ)

(αλ− 1)(e(α + λ− 1)− λ) > −αλ+ e
((
α2 + α− 1

)
λ− 2α + 1

)
+ λ

We have divided both sides by e(λ−1)−λ and multiplied by (αλ−1). Both rearrangements

require a sign change due to the fact that both are lower than 0. 31 Simplifying and

collecting leads to

eλ2 − 2eλ+ e− λ2 + λ > 0

(λ− 1)(e(λ− 1)− λ) > 0

which holds for any value of e and λ. Hence Φ̄(1, 0) is greater than Φ̂(1, 0).

31e(λ− 1)− λ < 0 holds for λ > e
e−1 which is true ∀e. Similarly (αλ− 1) < 0 holds for αλ < 1 which

is true ∀λ, α.
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